When it comes to RV comfort, the hot and cold experts at RV Products and Suburban Manufacturing offer the most advanced, efficient and effective comfort solutions in the industry.

At Suburban Manufacturing, we’re focused on delivering only the highest quality RV furnaces, water heaters, ranges and cooktops available. Our expertise with gas appliances guarantees reliability and superior performance, while our commitment to innovation ensures we’ll continue to stand out when the market heats up.

At RV Products, we’ve been building powerful, reliable Coleman-Mach RV air conditioners for more than 30 years. So whether you need a rooftop air conditioner or one of our popular off-roof central air units or heat pump systems, you can count on us for quality performance and long-lasting durability.

As Airxcel Companies, we’re proud to bring the RV industry the most reliable, powerful and efficient comfort products available, and we’re committed to expanding our capabilities and expertise. We’re the hot and cold experts, after all. And we take that responsibility seriously.

Coleman is a registered trademark of the Coleman Company Inc., used under license. Mach is a registered trademark of Airxcel, Inc.
Suburban Drop-In & Slide-In Cooktops
Available in two- and three-burner drop-in or slide-in models, Suburban gas cooktops are ideally sized to fit most motor homes, travel trailers, vans and campers. They are available in a variety of colors to complement any decor.

Suburban High Recovery Water Heaters
The best water heaters on the road today, Suburban’s line of durable, porcelain-lined water heaters includes high recovery gas, gas-electric and motor aid models with sizes and features to match the requirements of almost any RV.

Suburban High-Efficiency Gas Ranges
Available in white, black or stainless steel finishes, Suburban gas ranges bring a residential look to any RV galley. Cooktop surfaces feature a choice of conventional or optional sealed burners for easy clean up. Available in 17” and 22” sizes with adjustable oven racks and large broiler areas able to accommodate an optional full-size porcelain broiler pan.

Suburban SH Series Quieter Gas Furnaces
Offered in 35,000 and 40,000 BTUH input, Suburban SH Series furnaces put out plenty of heat and operate at a significantly lower decibel level. The secret of this ultra-quiet operation is a larger blower wheel and slower RPM rate.

Coleman®-Mach® Polar Series Low-Profile RV Air Conditioners
Our Polar Mach™ and Polar Cub™ deliver more BTUH’s of cooling than any other low-profile unit using significantly less power, thanks to a large, 17-inch fan blade which moves more air over the oversized coils.

Coleman-Mach® 3 P.S.™/1 P.S.™ Standard Profile Units
Avoid the frustration of tripped breakers with a Mach 3 P.S.™ or Mach 1 P.S.™ RV air conditioner. They provide more cooling than a standard 13,500 BTUH air conditioner using 30% less power.

9000 Series Free Delivery Ceiling Assembly
Compatible with all 8000 and 9000 Series Coleman®-Mach™ units, the Free Delivery Ceiling Assembly makes operation easy. Control knobs are mounted on the end of the unit, and filter replacement is more convenient than ever.

Chillgrille™ Ceiling Assembly
The exclusive DirectFlow Louver System offers personalized comfort in any RV! Simply open the specially designed louvers to channel cool air straight down into the cabin, or close them to divert cool air through your existing duct system.

Coleman®-Mach® Two-Ton High Efficiency™ Heat Pump
Installed completely out of sight, on or beneath an RV floor, the Two-Ton Plus High Efficiency™ Heat Pump moves more than twice the air a typical rooftop unit does, using the same amount of power. The unit uses electricity to provide heat in moderate temperatures, and automatically activates the RV’s gas furnace when temperatures fall below 45°F.
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